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Abstract: Recently, lightweight RFID authentication protocol has 
been investigated due to the awareness of practical requirements on 
individual privacy, system security and resource limitation of low 
cost tags. Research community demonstrates major advancements in 
this interesting research area of designing a robust access control and 
information retrieval mechanism for RFID system. In 2008, two 
well-studied lightweight RFID authentication mechanisms are in-
troduced by Burmester et al. [2] and Peris-Lopez et al. [25] to sup-
port tag anonymity, data confidentiality and forward security in 
which only primitive computation modules such as pseudo random 
number generator and simple bitwise operation are required. Nev-
ertheless, based on our analysis, both of these two schemes are 
vulnerable to desynchronization attack. The secret key value, which 
is shared between the tag and the backend database, can be out of 
synchronization by just performing a series of challenge-response 
operations. To remedy this authentication flaw, we are motivated to 
develop two countermeasure mechanisms which deliver stronger 
security robustness. 
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1. Introduction 
As Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) technology has 

been widely adopted in lots of novel applications and inno-
vations, the security issues and privacy concerns on RFID 
system are promptly focused by individual, industry and even 
academic. In comparison with traditional wireless transmis-
sion technology, the nature, i.e. restricted computation ability 
and limited memory space, of low-cost tags makes existing 
RFID systems vulnerable to many security attacks [28]. The 
insecure communication environment also paves the way for 
new privacy threats such as industrial espionage attack, tag 
carrier tracking, breadcrumb threat and RFID cloning in RFID 
based applications [11]. Hence, over the last few years, sig-
nificant efforts have been devoted to RFID security research 
area and one of the most interesting studies is to develop a 
secure authentication scheme for RFID system with resource 
constrained tags.  

So far, existing RFID authentication protocols can be 
briefly classified into four classes [5], i.e. Full-fledged, Sim-
ple, Lightweight and Ultralightweight. In Full-fledged and 
Simple classes [3, 7-8, 15, 19], tags are assumed to support 
conventional cryptographic functions such as symmetric 
encryption, one-way hash function and even public key 
cryptosystem technology. Such kind of tag is too costly to be 
adopted in inventory management, supply-chain logistic and 
retailer operations which are envisioned as major applications 
of RFID technology. It is obvious that Lightweight and Ul-
tralightweight based authentication schemes are more suitable 
for RFID application systems as tags only require to perform 

primitive computation modules such as random number gen-
erator, cyclic redundancy code checksum and arithmetic bit-
wise operations. The characteristic of such low-cost tag is 
very helpful to achieve the pervasive usage and development 
of RFID technology and applications. The research commu-
nity also shows this tread with numerous significant efforts 
[1-2, 4-6, 9, 13-14, 16-18, 20-27]. Hence, we argue that 
Lightweight and Ultralightweight based authentication 
mechanism will be the best candidate technology for securing 
existing or future RFID system due to the tradeoff between 
security robustness, system efficiency and tag practicality. 
Moreover, in our opinion all mechanisms from these two 
categories can be referred to “lightweight protocol”, since all 
involved operations, i.e. random number generator, cyclic 
redundancy code checksum and arithmetic bitwise operations, 
are currently affordable by a low-cost passive tag [10, 22-26]. 

To foster and promote the interoperability of RFID tech-
nology, EPC Gen2 standard [10], which provides a platform 
for building interoperable RFID protocols, is well known and 
supported by enterprises all over the world. To pursue the best 
balance between tag cost and system functionality, EPC Gen2 
supports several efficiency and simple security guarantees 
such as efficient tag-identifying scheme, memory standardi-
zation, on-chip 16-bit pseudo-random number generator and 
16-bit cyclic redundancy code. However, for the aspect of 
information security, EPC Gen2 standard does not thoroughly 
consider privacy invasion problems and data security issues. 
Hence, in order to protect privacy related information be-
tween communicating parties and defend counterfeit data 
attack against RFID systems, several authentication schemes 
[2, 4, 6, 9, 13, 18] conformed to EPC Gen2 standard have 
been proposed to support stronger security robustness. In 
2008, Burmester and Medeiros [2] developed a well-studied 
EPC Gen-2 conforming authentication protocol, called 
TRAP-3, which adopts a robust pseudo random function 
(PRF) instead of weak 16-bit random number generator (RNG) 
to achieve forward security and tag anonymity in RFID sys-
tem. Note that PRF is based on RNG and the EPC Gen2 
compliant authentication scheme belongs to Lightweight 
category [5]. However, according to the security analysis 
conducted by us, TRAP-3 is insecure against a desynchroni-
zaiton attack. The secret key value, which is shared between 
the tag and the backend server/database in TRAP-3, can be 
out of synchronization by just performing a series of chal-
lenge-response operations. On the other hand, since 
Peris-Lopez et al. published a series of Ultralightweight based 
RFID authentication protocols [22-24] to pursue strong tag 
anonymity and data security, various studies [5, 14, 16-17, 25, 
27] had been developed in which only very lightweight 
arithmetic bitwise operations are required at tag end. Among 
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them, the authentication scheme in [25], called Gossamer 
protocol, is a more robust and efficient candidate technique 
for securing RFID system with very low cost tags. Never-
theless, Gossamer protocol is vulnerable to synchronizaiton 
attack also. To remove this serious security flaw from 
TRAP-3 and Gossamer protocols, in this study we are moti-
vated to propose a novel key updating mechanism. With our 
newly proposed countermeasure scheme, both of TRAP-3 and 
Gossamer protocols could be better convinced. In brief, the 
purpose of this article is to explore further into RFID authen-
tication research field by providing the security analysis of 
two recently published authentication mechanisms, i.e. 
TRAP-3 and Gossamer protocols, and its improvement. 

2. Cryptanalysis of TRAP-3 

2.1  Review of TRAP-3 
In TRAP-3, the authors utilize a 32-bit PRF and a 48-bit 

key to achieve the secure message transmission between the 
tag and the reader. The PRF is defined as follows [2, 12].  

Let G be an n-bit RNG and I be an n-bit number. Let G0(I) be 
the first n-bit number output by G and G1(I) be the next n-bit 
number. Let X= X0, X1, X2, …, Xt, t ≥ n, be a t-bit number and 
GX(I)=GXt(Zt-1), where Zt-1=(GXt-1(…(GX1(GX0(I)))…). Define 
PRF fI( ): {0, 1}t  {0, 1}n by fI(X) = GX(I). 

In TRAP-3, each tag T stores a 16-bit number P and a 
48-bit key K=k0||k1, where the length of k0 is 32-bit. The server 
S maintains for each tag T in a database (DB) an entry with 
two 48-bit keys Kold, Kcur and the identity of T, i.e. <Kold, Kcur, 
id(T)>. Note that the communication channel between the 
reader (R) and the server (S) is assumed to be secure. Initially, 
P is assigned a random value, K and Kcur are set to the same 
random value, and Kold is null. The detailed procedures of 
TRAP-3 are described as follows (Figure 1). 

• S  R  T: a 16-bit random nonce N. 
R first sends a request to S to ask a random nonce N which 

will be forwarded to T. Once receiving N, T computes L=(k1♁

P)||N, and draws three 32-bit numbers M1, M2, M3 from fk0(L). 
Next, T parses M1=M10||M11, M2=M20||M21 and M3=M30||M31 
into several 16-bit numbers and sends {P, M10} as a response 
back to R. Then, T updates P=M11. 

• T  R  S: P, M10 
R forwards {P, M10} to S. After S receives the response 

message {P, M10}, S iteratively retrieves the stored key values 
Kold and Kcur from each tuple in DB and performs the fol-
lowing computations to examine which tag (or which key 
value) is currently involved. If S cannot find a corresponding 
record for {N, P, M10}, S terminates current session. Other-
wise, S sets Kj=Kold or Kj=Kcur, and continues the next proc-
esses of current session. 

(1) Calculate L'=((k1 from Kold)♁P)||N or L'=((k1 from Kcur)
♁P)||N. 

(2) Draw three 32-bit numbers M1', M2', M3' from fk0(L'). 
(3) Parse M1'=M10'||M11', M2'=M20'||M21' and 

M3'=M30'||M31'. 
(4) Check M10=M10'? 

• S  R: “Details of T”, M20', “end session”  

S sends details regarding the tag T, M20', and end session 
command to R. Next, R forwards M20' to T. Meanwhile, S 
updates Kold=Kj and Kcur=M21'||M3'. 

• R  T: M20' 
When T obtains M20', it checks whether M20'=M20 or not. If 

it holds, T updates K=M21||M3. Otherwise, T terminates cur-
rent session. 

2.2  Desynchronization attack on TRAP-3 
In this section, we demonstrate that TRAP-3 cannot defend 

against a desychronzation attack. The detailed processes of 
this vulnerability are described as follows. 

First of all, in Figure.2 a given synchronized tag in which 
the secret information <id(T), K> maintained at tag side 
equals to the values <id(T), Kold, Kcur> stored in database (DB) 
is assumed. Note that Kold=null and Kcur=K=k0||k1. Now we 
suppose an adversary C, who possesses two legal readers A 
and B, intends to desynchronize the secret key K shared be-
tween T and S. Adversary C first utilizes its own legal reader A 
to issue a normal request to server, and obtains a random 
number N1 which is soon forwarded to T. Next, T sends back a 
response message {P, M10}. Then, C abandons current session 
with T. 

Secondly, in Figure.3 C uses it’s another legal reader B to 
invoke a normal session of TRAP-3 with victim tag T. After 
successfully performing all normal procedures of TRAP-3 
scheme, C recognizes that current secret key value K shared 
between DB and T are as follows. 

Secret key value K stored at T side = M21'||M3' 
Secret key value Kold stored at DB side = k0||k1 
Secret key value Kcur stored at DB side = M21'||M3' 

After that, in Figure.4 adversary C continues the previous 
uncompleted procedure in Figure.2 to issue the previously 
obtained message {P, M10} to S. When receiving {P, M10}, S 
examines the validity of this incoming message with random 
number N1. Obviously, the verification of {N1, P, M10} will be 
successfully examined with the help of old secret key value 
Kold=k0||k1. More concretely, S misunderstands that T utilizes 
the old key values, i.e. Kold=k0||k1, to communicate with it as 
the message {P, M10} is involved with the old secret key value 
Kold=K=k0||k1. 

After executing the authentication procedures, S updates 
the corresponding secret key values of T to new ones, i.e. 
Kold=k0||k1 and Kcur=M21||M3. Obviously, the secret key value 
shared between T and DB is out of synchronization, where 
{M21'||M3'} and {M21||M3} is involved with different values set 
{N2, P'} and {N1, P}, respectively. 

    Secret key value K stored at T side = M21'||M3' 
    Secret key value Kold stored at DB side = k0||k1 

Secret key value Kcur stored at DB side = M21||M3

3. Countermeasure for the security vulner-
ability identified on TRAP-3 

In previous section, our proposed attack procedures show 
that in TRAP-3 the secret key value, which is shared between 
T and DB, can easily be out of synchronization. This weak-
ness results from that an adversary can appropriately utilize 
legitimate messages acquired in previous sessions to imper-
sonate victim entity T and communicate legally with backend 
server S. Without a carefully-designed key updating mecha-
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nism, both of T and S are easily to be confused with current 
state of stored secret key value. Based on this observation, we 
develop a novel key updating mechanism to remedy this 
security vulnerability in TRAP-3.  

• Key updating mechanism at S side: 
Once S intends to update current secret key value, S com-

putes fk0(k1||k1) and draws two 32-bit numbers M4=M40||M41 
and M5 from the computation result fk0(k1||k1). Next, S updates 
Kold=Kj and Kcur=M40||M5. 

• Key updating mechanism at T side: 
Once T wants to update current secret key value, T com-

putes fk0(k1||k1) and draws two 32-bit numbers M4=M40||M41 
and M5 from the computation result fk0(k1||k1).  Next, T updates 
Kcur=M40||M5. 

In our proposed key updating mechanism, each new secret 
key value Kcur are derived from fk0(k1||k1) which is based on 
current used key value Kj=k0||k1. Hence, in Figure.4 even if the 
malicious attacker utilizes the previous response message {P, 
M10} involved with the old secret key value Kold to commu-
nicate legally with S, the new updated key value Kcur at both of 
T and DB sides will be the same. Obviously, our proposed key 
updating mechanism can resist to desynchronizaiton attack. 

4. Cryptanalysis of Gossamer protocol 

    4.1  Review of Gossamer protocol 
In 2008, Peris-Lopez et al. [25] developed an ultralight-

weight authentication mechanism, called Gossamer protocol, 
which is inspired by SASI scheme [5]. The Gossamer pro-
tocol is developed to eliminate the security vulnerabilities, i.e. 
desynchronization and disclosure attacks [14, 27], on SISA 
protocol. Here we describe the message exchanged between 
the reader (backend database) and the tag in a normal session 
of Gossamer protocol. 

In Gossamer protocol, each tag stores a static identifier (ID), 
two records (old/new) of an index-pseudonym (IDS) and two 
keys (k1 and k2) which are two-records design (old/new). In 
the backend database, a static identifier (ID), an in-
dex-pseudonym (IDS) and two keys (k1 and k2) are required to 
be maintained. Note that the authors assume that the tag can 
operate several simple functions such as bitwise XOR (♁), 
bitwise AND (∨ ), bitwise OR (∧ ), Addition mod 2m (+), 
circular shift rotation (Rot(x, y)) and MixBits functions. In 
addition, random number generation (i.e. n1 and n2) is re-
quired on the reader. The Gossamer protocol is divided into 
three stages: tag identification phase, mutual authentication 
phase and updating phase. In the identification phase, the 
reader sends a hello message to the tag, and the tag responds 
with its IDS. Based on the received IDS, the reader can probe 
the corresponding information of the tag (ID, k1 and k2), and 
the protocol then turns into the mutual authentication phase. 
In this phase, the reader and the tag can authenticate each 
other, and the IDS and keys are subsequently updated in the 
next updating phase. 

Reader  Tag: Hello 
Tag  Reader: IDS 
Reader  Tag: A||B||C 

The reader generates two nonce values n1 and n2, and builds 
A||B||C which will be sent to the tag. 

A=Rot((Rot(IDS+k1+π+n1, k2)+k1, k1); 
B=Rot((Rot(IDS+k2+π+n2, k1)+k2, k2); 

n3=MixBits(n1, n2); n1'=MixBits(n3, n2); 
k1

*=Rot((Rot(n2+k1+π+n3, n2)+k2♁n3, n1)♁n3; 
k2

*=Rot((Rot(n1+k2+π+n3, n1)+k1+n3, n2)+n3; 
C=Rot((Rot(n3+ k1

*+π+n1', n3)+k2
*♁n1', n2)♁n1'; 

π=0x3243F6A8885A308D313198A2. 
 

From message A and B, the tag can obtain two nonce values 
n1 and n2 respectively. Then the tag computes C' and checks 
whether the result is equal to the received value C. If these two 
values are the same, the tag sends D and updates the values of 
IDS, k1 and k2. Note that the tag is given the added require-
ment of storing the old value of IDS, k1 and k2 to avoid the 
desynchronization attack. 

C'=Rot((Rot(n3+ k1
*+π+n1', n3)+k2

*♁n1', n2)♁n1'; 
D=Rot((Rot(n2+ k2

*+ID+n1', n2)+k1
*+n1', n3)+n1'; 

n2'=MixBits(n1', n3); 
IDSold=IDS; k1_old=k1; k2_old=k2; 

IDSnew=Rot((Rot(n1'+k1
*+IDS+n2', n1')+k2

*♁n2', n3)♁n2'; 
k1_new=Rot((Rot(n3+k2

*+π+n2', n3)+k1
*+n2', n1') +n2'; 

k2_new=Rot((Rot(IDSnew+k2
*+π+k1_new, IDSnew)+k1

*+k1_new, 
2')+k1_new; 

 
Tag  Reader: D 

The reader computes D' value. If the computed D' value is 
equal to the received D value, updates IDS, k1 and k2 in the 
same way as the tag. 

D'=Rot((Rot(n2+ k2
*+ID+n1', n2)+k1

*+n1', n3)+n1'; 
n2'=MixBits(n1', n3); 

IDS=Rot((Rot(n1'+k1
*+IDS+n2', n1')+k2

*♁n2', n3)♁n2'; 
k1=Rot((Rot(n3+k2

*+π+n2', n3)+k1
*+n2', n1') +n2'; 

k2=Rot((Rot(IDS+k2
*+π+k1, IDS)+k1

*+k1, n2')+k1; 

    4.2  Desynchronization attack on Gossamer protocol 
Similarly, Gossamer protocol cannot defend against the 

desynchronization attack. The corresponding malicious pro-
cedures are as follows. 

First, a given synchronized tag in which the secret infor-
mation (IDSnew, k1_new, k2_new) maintained at the tag side equals 
to the values (IDS, k1, k2) stored in the backend database is 
assumed. Now we suppose the reader intends to query the tag. 
During a normal operation process of Gossamer protocol, the 
attacker eavesdrops and records the transmitted messages 
A||B||C. At the end of the protocol, the attacker interrupts the 
message D and this results in that the backend database will 
not update the information (IDS, k1, k2) associated with the tag. 
However, the tag will update the secret information as follows. 
For clarity, we denote the old secret information as (IDS1, k1_1, 
k2_1) and updated information as (IDS2, k1_2, k2_2) at current 
session. 

(IDSold, k1_old, k2_old) stored in the tag=(IDS1, k1_1, k2_1) 
(IDSnew, k1_new, k2_new) stored in the tag=(IDS2, k1_2, k2_2) 

(IDS, k1, k2) stored in the server/database=(IDS1, k1_1, k2_1) 

Next, the attacker lets the reader and the tag run the Gos-
samer protocol without being intervened. In this communi-
cation process, the tag will utilize the old values, i.e. IDSold, 
k1_old and k2_old, to communicate with the reader as the IDS 
stored in the backend database is the old one. After per-
forming all authentication procedures, the database will up-
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date the corresponding values of the tag to a new one (IDS3, 
k1_3, k2_3) due to two new random nonce values generated by 
the reader. At the tag side, the secret information will update 
as follows. 

(IDSold, k1_old, k2_old) stored in the tag=(IDS1, k1_1, k2_1) 
(IDSnew, k1_new, k2_new) stored in the tag=(IDS3, k1_3, k2_3) 

Finally, the attacker utilizes its own legal reader to inquire the tag. 
The tag first replies IDSnew, which is IDS3, and then sends 
IDSold, which is IDS1, when the attacker pretends that he/she 
cannot find the IDS3 in the backend database and requests the 
IDSold value. The attacker then transmits the previously 
eavesdropped values A||B||C to the tag. Since these values are 
computed by the legal reader with IDS1 previously, the tag 
cannot distinguish whether these values are truly issued from 
a legal user or not, and accepts these values. After performing 
the update procedures, the secret information at the tag side 
will be as follows. 

(IDSold, k1_old, k2_old) stored in the tag=(IDS1, k1_1, k2_1) 
(IDSnew, k1_new, k2_new) stored in the tag=(IDS2, k1_2, k2_2) 

Obviously, the secret information stored in the tag side and 
in the backend database side is out of synchronization now. 

(IDS, k1, k2) stored in the server/database=(IDS3, k1_3, k2_3) 

5. Countermeasure for the security vulner-
ability identified on Gossamer protocol 

In this section, we provide an enhanced key update 
mechanism to remedy the desynchronization attack on Gos-
samer protocol.  

• Key updating mechanism at server/database side: 
Once server intends to update current secret key value, 

server calculates IDSnew=PRNG(IDSold), k1_new=PRNG(k1) and 
k2_new=PRNG(k2), where PRNG is a lightweight pseudonym 
random generator proposed in [26]. 

• Key updating mechanism at tag side: 
Once tag wants to update current secret key value, tag 

computes IDSold=IDS, k1_old=k1, k2_old=k2, IDSnew= 
PRNG(IDSold), k1_new=PRNG(k1) and k2_new=PRNG(k2). 

Similarly, in our proposed key update mechanism, each 
new secret key value k1_new and k2_new are both derived from 
the old secret key k1_old and k2_old. Even if the malicious at-
tacker intends to invoke a desynchronization attack, the newly 
updated key value k1_new and k2_new at tag and server/database 
sides will always be identical. It is obvious that our remedy 
can resist to the identified desynchronizaiton attack. 

6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have reported the security vulnerability on 
two well-studied RFID lightweight authentication protocols 
[2, 25] despite the authors’ claim of security robustness. 
Based on our cryptanalysis, an adversary only requires per-
forming a series of challenge-response operations to make the 
secret key value shared between the tag end and the server end 
out of synchronization. Our results indicate that the schemes 
proposed by Burmester et al. and Peris-Lopez et al. fail to 
commit their claimed security requirement and accordingly 
more detailed security analyses are required to be done by the 
designers. To eliminate this authentication flaw, we develop 

two novel key updating mechanisms as the countermeasure 
and achieve security enhancement in these two schemes. 
Instead of adopting a whole new value, the new secret key is 
always derived from the currently used one. This design 
prevents the shared secret key from being out of synchroni-
zation. With our proposed remedy, both of TRAP-3 and 
Gossamer protocols could be more convinced with better 
security intensity.  
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Figure 1. TRAP-3 

 

 
Figure 2. Step 1 of desynchronization attack on TRAP-3 

 

 
Figure 3. Step 2 of desynchronization attack on TRAP-3 

 
Figure 4. Step 3 of desynchronization attack on TRAP-3 
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